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Abstract
The texture studies on the pressure tube Zr-2.5Nb alloy have mainly been confined to
the determination of the basal pole distribution along certain direction or the inverse pole
presentation in the material. This information though useful does not provide an insight into
micro-textural development upon cold working. In the present study, complete bulk as well as
micro texture development as a function of cold work has been obtained by determining
orientation distribution function. In this work, two distinct starting microstructures of Zr-2.5
wt% Nb have been used - (a) single-phase α’(hcp) martensitic structure and (b) two-phase, β
(bcc) + α, Widmanstätten structure. In the second case, the α phase was present in lamellar
morphology and β stringers were sandwiched between these α lamella. In some instances
single-phase α were present. However, both microstructures had similar starting
crystallographic texture. Samples were deformed by unidirectional and cross rolling at room
temperature. In the two-phase structure the changes in the bulk texture on cold rolling was
found to be insignificant, while in the single-phase material noticeable textural changes were
observed. Taylor type deformation texture models predicted textural changes in single-phase
structure but failed to predict the observed lack of textural development in the two-phase
material. Microtexture observations showed that α plates remained approximately single
crystalline after cold rolling, while the β matrix underwent significant orientational changes.
Based on microstructural and microtextural observations, a simple model is proposed in which
the plastic flow is mainly confined to the β matrix within which the α plates are subjected to
'in-plane rigid body rotation'. The model explains the observed lack of textural developments in
the two-phase structure.

1.0. Introduction
1.1 Physical Metallurgy of the Zr-2.5Nb alloy
Zr-2.5% Nb alloy is presently being used as standard pressure tube material in Indian
Nuclear pressurized heavy water reactors (PHWR). The satisfactory performance and the life of
the pressure tube depend mainly upon its mechanical properties, corrosion properties and
dimensional stability in the reactor condition, which are strong function of several metallurgical
parameters [1-23]. These parameters include the shape, the size and the size distribution of the
grains, the distribution of various phases, the interfacial structure and the crystallographic texture
[1-23]. The fabrication of pressure tubes involves a large number of thermomechanical treatments,
and the final microstructure developed as a result of these fabrication steps determines the long
term and short-term properties of these tubes. It is important to understand the influence of each of
these fabrication steps on microstructure and crystallographic texture in order to optimize the
pressure tube fabrication flow sheet and its performance in reactor condition. The conventional
method of fabrication of these tubes involves hot extrusion followed by 25% cold drawing (Fig.
1)[1]. There has been continuous effort towards improving the resistance to irradiation-induced
growth through the modification of the microstructure of the pressure tube material [2]. Fleck et al
[2] have studied the change in microstructure and its effect on the properties by altering the
conventional route. Recently, a modified route has been adopted for the production of pressure
tubes, which involves hot extrusion of lower extrusion ratio and two stage pilgering with an
intermediate annealing treatment extrusion stage( Fig.1) [11].In an earlier work, the evolution of
microstructure during each fabrication step of the modified route has been studied in detail and the
tensile properties have been determined at each stage of fabrication and compared with those
reported for the conventionally processed material [11].
This modified route is expected to offer the following advantages
(a) A lower extrusion ratio results in a lower aspect ratio of the Æ grains, causing an improvement
in the resistance to irradiation growth [6]. This also results in the less intense circumferential basal
pole texture.
(b) The two-stage cold pilgering process ensures a better control of the dimensional tolerances of
the finished tubes.

(c) During the hot extrusion, the microstructure and the mechanical properties of the leading end
to the trailing end varies due to the variation in the hot working temperature. Additional cold
working and annealing treatment levels off this variation considerably.
(d) Batch to batch variation in composition and the hot working process variables within the limits
of specification causes the variation in mechanical properties of as extruded tubes. Modified route
provides a finer control on the microstructure and the mechanical properties through a proper
selection of the annealing temperature.
(e) Due to the reasons mentioned above, the scatter band of the mechanical properties of the
finished tube has been found to be narrower for the modified fabrication route. This has resulted in
higher materials yields in production.
The equilibrium structure of the Zr-2.5% Nb alloy consists of a two phase (α+β)
mixture [12]. The thermodynamics of equilibrium and metastable phase reactions in the Zr-Nb
system have been studied by Menon, Banerjee and Krishnan [14]. It has been shown that the
phase separation tendency of the β phase (into Zr-rich (βI) and Nb-rich (β II) constituents)
influences the microstructure evolution over the entire composition range in this system. The
distribution of the α and the β phases in the hot extruded microstructure and the nature of the
interfaces between the two phases have recently been investigated in detail [8,9,11,12,15-16].
It is recognized that the metastable βI phase present in the hot extruded material, which is
enriched with niobium up to a level of 15-20%, does not decompose into the equilibrium products
i.e. α and Nb rich βII phase due to a large free energy barrier associated with the enrichment of the
βI phase with niobium [16]. It is due to this reason that the βI stringers in the hot extruded Zr-2.5%
Nb alloy remain essentially untransformed during the course of annealing treatments at
temperatures below the monotectoid temperature [1, 14,24]. Precipitation of the ø phase could be
expected to occur in βI phase of such composition during subsequent annealing [11,12].

1.2 Texture Analysis
In a polycrystalline material, if each crystal is randomly orientated with respect to other
crystals, the bulk properties of the material are isotropic or orientation invariant. However, in
practice, it is difficult to produce a true random structure. This condition is encountered more often
in case of low symmetry crystal structures like hexagonal, for example, zirconium and titanium
based alloys, which due to inherent anisotropy and also due to limited number of slip systems,

produce preferred orientation of the crystals. This preferred orientation of crystal with respect to
the specific materials direction is called texture.
Texture is influenced by a number of variables, which can be broadly divided into two
category, materials variables and process variable. The materials variables include crystal
structures, presence of second phase, solute content and initial grain size. The process variables are
amount of deformation, strain rate, temperature of deformation, stress and strain conditions,
intermediate annealing treatments and atmosphere during deformation [25].
The most common practice of characterization of texture is by measuring the intensity of
the specific orientation of the crystallographic planes by x-ray diffraction and presenting it in
space using stereographic projection [26]. This kind of representation is carried out in two ways,
which are commonly known as ‘pole figure’ and ‘inverse pole figure’. The orientation of a crystal
in a polycrystalline material is, therefore, defined by two sets of coordinate systems-(I) crystal axis
system (x’, y’, z’) and (2) sample axis system (x, y, z). Former is defined with respect to the axes
of the crystal whereas the latter is defined by selecting specific directions as the coordinate axis
system, for example, rolling direction, transverse direction, normal direction etc [27]. When a
specific crystallographic direction is represented in terms of sample coordinate system, it is known
as the pole figure. In case of inverse pole figure representation sample coordinate system is
represented in terms of crystal axis system. The pole figure presentation of texture provides
incomplete and two-dimensional information about the texture. Hence other quantitative methods
of representing texture have been developed such as texture coefficients, Kearns f-factor,
Kallstrom F parameters etc. The basic formulation of function representing three-dimensional
distribution of texture in a material has been explained in the following paragraphs [27].
There are very large numbers of possible ways of describing a rotation of two coordinate
systems (crystal axis system and sample axis system) with respect to each other. All these
representations are, in principle, equivalent and can be converted into one another. One of the
most popular methods is an Euler’s angle [27]. The rotation, g, in this representation, can be
defined as g = {ϕ1, Φ, ϕ2} where ϕ1 is the angle with which crystal system is rotated around the z’
axis, Φ is the angle with which crystal system is rotated around the x’ axis and ϕ2 is the angle with
which crystal system is rotated around the new z’ axis.
If the crystal orientation of a polycrystalline material is to be completely defined, then it is
necessary to define `g’ at every point with coordinate x,y,z within the sample [27]:
g = g(x,y,z)

or in Euler’s angle
ϕ1 = ϕ1(x,y,z), Φ = Φ(x,y,z) and ϕ2 = ϕ2(x,y,z)
This means that at each point there are three functions with each has three variables and these are
also discontinuous at defects like, grain boundaries. Such an analysis is too complicated to be of
any practical applicability. This analysis is, therefore, simplified by introducing an orientation
distribution function parameter, f(g), and by assuming that all the volume elements, dV, which
possess the orientation g within dg can be related to orientation distribution function parameter in
the following way [28]
dV
= f ( g )dg
V

The function f(g) can be expressed in form of a generalized spherical harmonics [28]:
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where Tl mn and Plmn are certain generalizations of the associated LEGENDRE functions
[27] and Clmn are coefficients. These are the most general expression of the

orientation

distribution function. As orientation distribution function should satisfy the crystal symmetry as
well as symmetry of the sample, f(g) can be expressed in terms of series in such a way that each
term of the series separately fulfils both kind of symmetry conditions and
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If the texture consists of several different crystals with orientation gi and volume Vi, orientation
distribution function, f(g), can be expressed as:
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The nature of distribution function depends on the value of L, with decreasing L the curve will
become increasingly smoother and flatter and would not reproduce the essential features of the
orientation distribution. The basic aim of representing texture, hence, reduces to determine the

coefficient Clµν. The coefficient Clµν is determined by several experimental methods which
includes determination from pole figures, from incompletely measured pole figures or by least
square method [27].
This kind of representation is a general texture presentation for any arbitrary crystal and
sample geometry. However, the texture representation simplifies to a great extent if any of the
sample direction coincides with an axis of rotational symmetry, which is known as fibre axis and
therefore such texture presentation is called fibre texture presentation [29]. The orientation
distribution function under this condition reduces to the following form:
.
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The klµ(Φ,ϕ2−π/2) are the spherical surface harmonics of the crystal symmetry. This function,
therefore, depends only on two variables. If another function R(Φ,β) is defined as
∞ M (l )
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and in place of Cl*µl another coefficient Clµ is introduced in such a way that C lµ =
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following expression can be obtained:
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where h is the crystal direction, which coincide with the axis of rotation symmetry. The
distribution function, R(h), thus describes the frequency with which the fibre axis lies in the
different crystal directions. In contrast to the case of general texture in this presentation only
crystal symmetry is considered. Such a presentation has an obvious advantage that the changes in
texture can be presented in terms of development of the fibre textures.
Cold deformation in crystalline material is expected to have two apparent effects on
texture development – macroscopic rotation of individual grains and development of
deformation texture [30-32] and microscopic in-grain rotations or microtexture developments
and corresponding substructural changes [33-38]. The latter may be accommodated by plastic
instability [37], creation of new grain boundaries, lattice curvatures [38] and dislocation
substructure [33,35,36], ultimately accounting for an overall microstructural development
[35,36]. In single-phase cubic systems, study of deformation texture development and
quantitative texture predictions are almost routine [31,32], though an understanding of

microtexture developments remains far from complete [33-38]. Two-phase commercial cubic
systems usually deal with non-shearable second phase and shearable primary phase [39-43].
Relative randomization of soft primary phase around the hard second phase has been explained
[39], though precise experimental verification seems pending [40].
Lower symmetry systems are more complex. In hexagonal crystals, deformation behavior
strongly depends on the c/a ratio [44]. Development of deformation texture naturally depends
on the available slip-twin systems and their respective critical resolved shear stresses (CRSS)
[45].
Studies on texture developments during cold working of Zr-2.5%Nb are mainly limited
to the determination of two dimensional pole figures and not in terms of orientation distribution
functions (ODFs) [18,33,46-51]. Microtexture development in cold deformed single phase and
two-phase Zr alloys, has largely remained as an uncharted territory.
The
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deformation
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developments

[27,30,31,46,47,52-62] typically consider single-phase systems, notable exception being
modeling the so-called texture randomization in two-phase commercial alloys of cubic systems
[39]. The usual minority phase in Zr-2.5Nb is the bcc β. Though the difference in flow stresses
of the α and the β phase is less pronounced than in commercial cubic systems, β can be
considered as shearable and α as semi-shearable [11,16,24]. The role, if any, of the shearable
minority phase (β) on the deformation texture development of the majority phase (α) and if
such a role can be 'captured' by Taylor type deformation simulations are not really known
[46,52-62]. The broad objectives of the present study were to identify and understand such
issues through characterization of macrotexture and microtexture of deformed Zr-2.5Nb in the
single (α`) and the two-phase (α+β) microstructural states.

2.0. Experimental Methods
2.1. Material and Processing
The composition of the Zr-2.5 wt% Nb alloy used in the present study is shown in Table
1. Two distinct microstructures [9,11,16] were obtained from the following heat treatments:
(I)

Solutionizing in the β phase at 1000°C for 30 minutes followed by water quenching to
produce single-phase α` hcp martensitic structure (a treatment often denoted as βquenching).

(II)

Solutionizing in the β phase followed by annealing in α+β at 600°C for 1/2 h to

produce a two-phase Widmanstätten structure.
These were cold rolled by uni-directional and cross rolling, where cross rolling involved equal
strains in alternating rolling and transverse directions. Reductions of 40, 60 and 80% were
obtained in a laboratory rolling mill for the two-phase structure. For the single-phase structure a
maximum reduction of about 50% could be obtained.

2.2. Bulk Texture Measurements and Deformation Texture Simulations
Bulk texture measurement data were obtained by measuring 4 incomplete pole figures
of the following poles - {0 0 0 1}, {1 01 0}, {1 01 2} and {1 1 2 0}. These were selected
specifically to avoid, to the best possible extent, overlapping of any neighboring X-ray peaks or
poles coming from either the hcp or the bcc phases. Direct measurement of the basal pole was
avoided, as {0 0 0 2} is too close to {0 11 1}. Measurements were made for the background as
well, using usual conventions [27,63]. However, given the proximity of poles and presence of
two-phases in both bulk and powder samples, it was felt that background values are often on
the higher side and may contain X-ray counts from neighboring peaks. Thus correcting raw
pole figures with background may remove some of the actual texture components. Results
presented in this study are hence background ‘non-corrected’. It is to be noted, however, that
the overall trend in bulk texture developments are similar for background corrected and noncorrected data. X-ray ODFs were calculated by inversion of the four incomplete pole figures
and using the standard series expansion [27,63,65]. Volume fractions of individual orientations
were estimated by convoluting the X-ray ODFs with suitable model functions (using 11°
Gaussian spread), while strongest fibers and orientations were identified by discretizing the
bulk texture [66] and then comparing the relative strengths of individual fibers and orientations.
Texture of undeformed material, in each case, was discretized to about 3000 individual
orientations [66] and these were then used for subsequent deformation texture simulations.
Table 2 shows the slip and twinning systems and the relative CRSS values as used by different
researchers [46,53,53,56] in predicting the cold worked texture developments in Zr-based
alloys. These were broadly classified as four modes, see table 2, and were used in subsequent
texture simulations. Experimental and simulated ODFs were compared visually, by respective
fiber intensities or randomness numbers [27] and more quantitatively by volume fractions of
individual orientations and fibers [64,65].

2.3. Microscopic Characterization
Optical microscopy samples were mechanically polished and chemically etched using a
solution of 5% hydrofluoric acid and 45% nitric acid, rest being distilled water. Transmission
electron microscopy (TEM) samples were electropolished at -30°C and 20 volts dc in the
electrolyte containing 30 parts perchloric acid, 170 parts n-butyl alcohol, and 300 parts
methanol.
Microstructural studies, by optical microscopy were carried out in all three crosssections - rolling plane (containing rolling and transverse direction or RD and TD), short
transverse (ST - with ND (normal direction) and TD) and long transverse (LT - with RD and
ND). A JEOL2000FX and a Philips CM200 TEM, operating at 200 kV voltage, were used for
microstructural and microtextural studies. Microtexture measurements were obtained online
using the commercial TSL-ACT package, developed by TSL-EDAX. Size measurements were
obtained using online interface of CM200 series, which uses deflector coil movements to
measure distances in the microstructures. At least 4 samples were used in each condition for
obtaining microtexture information in TEM.
A direct measurement of β hardness is difficult, given the small dimensions of β and
requirements of extensive etching, which may bias microhardness measurements. Peak
broadening of α and β were estimated, using the hardening at half maximum intensity and the
usual parabolic fit. These were estimated for (10-12) α peak and (200) β peak, in order to
establish differences, if any, in relative hardening behavior of the two phases.

3.0. Results
3.1. Starting Microstructures and Textures
3.1.1 β− Quenched Structure
The microstructure of the β quenched Zr-2.5 Nb alloy consisted of acicular martensite with
coarse primary plates and later generation plates having continuously decreasing dimensions (Fig.
2). Such morphology results from a continuous partitioning of the β phase by martensite plates and
the autocatalytic nucleation of the next generation of plates. Contrary to earlier reports pertaining
to alloys of similar compositions [11,12,45,68] it was observed that most of the primary plates
were not internally twinned (Fig. 2 (b)). The finest martensite units, which formed towards the end

of the transformation, were laths stacked in a parallel array within colonies, the alternate laths in a
colony analysis and dark field imaging failed to show the presence of any retained β phase in the β
quenched Zr-2.5% Nb pressure tube alloy. A through thickness examination of microstructure of
the samples obtained from β quenched tubes showed that the martensite structure was present
across the entire cross section.

3.1.2 Hot Extruded Structure
Hot extrusion is carried out in the Æ+βI phase field and the hot extrusion temperature controls
the composition and the volume fraction of the α and βI phases. Figure 3 shows typical optical and
SEM microstructure of the hot extruded tube in the longitudinal and transverse sections. An
extrusion ratio of 8 : 1 and an extrusion temperature of 800°C are employed for processing this
tube. The longitudinal section shows the βI phase stringers elongated in the extrusion direction
(dark etching in light microscopy and appearing bright in secondary electron images in the SEM).
The morphology and distribution of the two phases α and βI are similar to those reported for
extruded tubes processed by conventional fabrication route [1-5]. The grain structure of the Æ and
the βI phases is not revealed in these micrographs. Quantitative analysis of volume fraction, aspect
ratio and grain size of the α and βI phases obtained in the extruded microstructure of the modified
route were estimated, which showed lower values of the aspect ratio of the α phase and of the β. in
the modified route. It has been observed and estimated by Holt et al [7] that irradiation growth
would be more in the direction along which α grains are elongated and an equiaxed structure
would be an ideal grain shape for minimizing the irradiation growth. Therefore α grain with lower
aspect ratio would help in reducing the irradiation growth in the axial direction.
Comparing the measured volume fraction of the βI phase in the hot extruded tubes and that
estimated from the phase diagram at 800°C, it could be seen that the βI volume fraction decreased
from 35% to about 20-28% during cooling from the extrusion temperature. The observed volume
fraction of the βI phase (20-28%) in the Zr-2.5% Nb alloy corresponds to a niobium concentration
of 8-12% in this phase and this was confirmed by EDS. Therefore β phase present in the hot

extruded and in subsequent annealed structure is essentially a metastable βI phase instead of the
equilibrium βII phase. In the conventionally processed hot extruded material a higher niobium
content (18-20%) in the βI phase (corresponding to a βI volume fraction of 11-13%) is reported.
This difference can be attributed to a higher cooling rate experienced during cooling, after the hot
extrusion process in the modified route. In the modified route the hot extruded tubes are cooled by
water spraying unlike the air cooling adopted in the conventional route. This rapid cooling restricts
the partitioning of niobium between the Æ and the βI phases. A higher volume fraction of the βI
phase corresponds to a larger fraction of the Æ/βI interfaces in the microstructure of the tubes
processed by a modified route. Such a microstructure is expected to be more favourable from the
consideration of the strength as well as creep properties.
Typical TEM micrographs of the hot extruded structure in the longitudinal and transverse
sections are shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) respectively. It is clear from these micrographs that the Æ
stringers were essentially made up of a series of equiaxed Æ grains. This observation strongly
suggested the operation of a dynamic recrystallisation process within the Æ phase during hot
extrusion.
As in figures 6a and 7a, the starting bulk textures, represented by respective ODFs, of
hcp α, were similar in both single and two-phase alloy. The starting textures can be generalized
or simplified as fibers - orientations with a particular crystallographic plane but all possible
directions. An orientation in Euler space has unique or several Euler angles based on symmetry
[27]. A fiber is a series of orientations generalized to a single class for identification - the origin
of such a fiber may have links with prior processing [19,27,31,35]. In the present case,
however, drawing such a link is premature at this stage, the fiber generalization was mainly for
convenience. Some of the generalized fibers are marked in figure 6a for subsequent
comparison. Both single and two-phase alloys were rolled by uni-directional and cross rolling
and developments of bulk textures of hcp α, deformation microstructure and microtexture were
investigated.

3.2. Deformation Texture Developments in HCP α
3.2.1. Experimental Results
Figure 6 shows the bulk texture developments in two-phase microstructure, while figure
7 shows the same in single-phase. As shown in figure 6 for two-phase, the individual fibers
remained after extensive unidirectional as well as cross rolling. There were only slight
modifications in such fibers - relative intensities at specific fiber locations (or at particular
crystallographic directions) changed but overall fiber appearance remained. This point can be
further elaborated by figure 8, representing changes in the basal fiber or (0002)<uvtw> as a
function of cold rolling. Arrows are used against individual orientations to indicate relative
increase or decrease as compared to the undeformed material.
In single-phase structure, strong textural changes were observed, see figure 7. The
typical fiber texture of the undeformed state did change completely, as many of the fibers or
orientations vanished and/or evolved towards new orientations. The strongest fibers in the
undeformed state remained strong after deformation in two-phase but changed completely in
single-phase. Experimental observations, both ODF plots and relative volume fractions data,
can be summarized as - insignificant textural changes in the two-phase structure, but a strong
texture development in the single-phase material.
3.2.2. Deformation Texture Simulations
As shown in figure 9, simulations always predicted strong texture changes in both
single and two-phase1 alloy. Any combinations of slip-twin and CRSS (as in table 2) or
constraints [31,63] could not simulate absence of texture changes, or the retention of the
original fiber texture, typical of this alloy. Strong textural changes in single-phase, however,
could be predicted (see figure 9b). It seems that full constraint Taylor and relaxed constraint
pancake models, with respective slip-twin combinations of B and D (as in table 2), were most
appropriate for predictions in single-phase unidirectional and cross rolling.

3.3. Deformed Microstructures in Two-Phase
Microstructural developments in two-phase are outlined in figures 10. As shown in
figure 10a, cold deformation by uni-directional rolling had two apparent effects:
ü The α plates align along the rolling direction (RD) on the rolling plane.
1

As pointed out earlier in section 1.0, Taylor type simulations are typical of single-phase systems and one of the
objectives of the present study was to test their applicability in the two-phase structure.

ü Grain boundaries, which contain predominantly α plates, maintained continuity.
ü The apparent chaotic structure in the other two cross-sections (LT and ST) remained, that is
the α plates didn’t realign in any specific direction.
At the latter stages of deformation (60% or higher), micro-cracks were observed on such only α
containing region(s). Cross rolling did not align the α plates on the rolling plane and often
discontinuity in grain boundary α regions was observed, (see figure 10b). Perhaps it is
interesting to note that apparent ductility in cross rolling was significantly better, as visible
cracking was observed at 60% reduction in unidirectional rolling but not even at 80% reduction
in cross-rolling.
The observations on "thinning" of β matrix was made in TEM , see figures 5a and 12a.
This clearly shows an inhomogeneous deformation with softer β matrix clearly accommodating
more plastic deformation. The cold rolling had “thinned” β considerably though dimensions of
α plates did not change. This was observed only on the rolling plane2 – on average from about
300 nm to about 90 nm drop in thickness of β.

3.4. Microtextural Developments
The purpose of the microtextural studies was to obtain a broad understanding of the
deformation in individual regions, such as only α containing and α+β, and to use such
understanding in explaining observed differences in macrotextural developments between
single and two-phase structures. The microtextural developments were generalized as two
parameters:
ü Point to point misorientation development - as estimated from point to point orientation
measurements in α and in β (i.e. measuring misorientation between adjacent points).
ü Long range misorientation (LRM) [67] development.
As in a previous study [67], the LRM development was measured by considering lines
along RD inside individual α plate and adjoining β matrix and then estimating gradual changes
in misorientation along these lines with respect to the starting point or origin. Such a LRM can
be generalized as cumulative or repetitive [67]. In the first case overall orientation is expected
to change or evolve, while the second case indicates a lack of orientation change or an
2

Typically during rolling with strain homogenization, one may expect an increase or a decrease in respective
dimensions along rolling and normal directions. However on the rolling plane, containing rolling and transverse
directions, a decrease in dimension(s) is not expected.

orientation stability [67]. Observation on α+β and only α containing regions are presented
seperately in figures 12 and 13.
In α+β containing regions, strong orientation changes were observed in the β matrix
and insignificant orientation changes in the α plate, see figures 12(b) and (c). Respective
misorientations in individual α plate and in adjoining β matrix were about 5-8° and above 15°
(often exceeding 20°). As in figures 12d and e, LRM development in a single α plate was
almost always repetitive, while in adjoining β matrix cumulative LRM was often observed.
Based on limited TEM statistics, it appears that the β matrix got randomized through cold
work. This point, though interesting, is not linked to the main theme of the present study,
textural changes in hcp α, and hence is not discussed further.
In only α containing region (or in single-phase structure), stronger misorientation
developments were observed and LRM developments were often cumulative, see figure 10.
Large misorientation developments (exceeding 20°) in predominantly α containing regions
were always across some deformation heterogenities, as shown in figure 13. Such trends in
misorientation and LRM, as in figures 12 and 13, were observed at all reductions and both in
unidirectional and cross rolling.
3.5 Relative Deformation in α and β
3.5.1 Relative Hardening of α and β
As shown in Table 3, peak broadening of α and β had marked difference. Noticeable peak
broadening in β and insignificant broadening in α was observed. The peak broadening is
expected to scale with relative hardness and hence can be considered as an index of hardening.
The results indicate stronger hardening in β, though reaching saturation at 40% reduction, and
significant hardening in α. It is to be noted that the effects were similar in other α and β peaks
as well.
3.5.2

Effective Macroscopic Strain in α Plates
In this study it was confirmed that the dimensions of α plates did not change with

reduction. The aspect ratio of the α plate (5.33:1) did not change appreciably after deformation,
strongly indicating absence of strains in α plates.

4.0. Discussion
4.1. Expanding on the Experimental Observations
The main experimental observations need to be summarized before any effort of
explanation(s) is made:
1) Bulk Texture of hcp α - Insignificant changes in two-phase, but strong developments in
single-phase. The former seems to be un-explainable by any combination of slip-twin or
CRSS. Microtexture – in α+β containing region β, appeared to be deforming or developing
new orientation(s), while individual α plate(s) remained essentially single crystalline.
2) Relative orientations of α plates − in unidirectional rolling, there was an overall alignment
of α plates along RD on the rolling plane, while no such alignment was observed on other
two cross-sections (LT and ST).
3)

Relative deformation of α and β - peak broadening: insignificant hardening of α and

noticeable hardening in β. As the dimensions and the aspect ratios of the α plates remained
unchanged. the plates did not undergo any effective microscopic strain.
Microtexture - In α+β containing region, β seems to be deforming or developing new
orientation(s), while individual α plate(s) remained essentially single crystalline.
In a word, results strongly indicate absence of significant deformation in α plates, only
possibilities of 'alignment' along rolling direction (and only on rolling plane) did exist. Hence
re-orientation or texture development, if any, is expected to originate from such 'alignment' and
not from slip and twin. Next two paragraphs are aimed at expanding and explaining these
results further.
Absence of quantitative texture change during deformation may not indicate failure of
deformation texture modeling, but a relative orientation stability [31]. However, the starting
orientations or texture of hcp α was clearly un-stable - this has been illustrated quite well by the
textural changes in single-phase and also by texture simulations in two-phase. Apparent
stability of the two-phase evidently had something to do with the softer β phase. It should be
pointed out that qualitative observation on the lack of texture development in cold worked twophase Zr-2.5 wt% Nb has also been reported [46], though possible explanation(s) was absent.
Microstructural observations in two-phase clearly indicate two distinct regions minority (about 5%) only the α containing region and the majority α+β region. It is apparent
that textural changes in the latter will be decisive. In the α+β region, α plates were 'floating' on

a softer β matrix. The individual plates were single crystalline (at least on the level of TEM
based local orientation measurements). Deformation was largely restricted to β matrix - after
deformation individual α plates remained single-crystalline, only they got 'aligned' along the
rolling direction (RD) and on the rolling plane, see the schematics of figure 13 a and also
figures 10 and 12. Such an 'alignment' does not require slip and twin, but only a 'rigid body
rotation', as shown schematically in figure 13a.
The low energy α/β boundaries, which are formed at the stage of α precipitation from β
matrix has a strong tendency to be retained in spite of heavy deformation of the matrix. In order
to accommodate the heavy deformation it is, therefore, essential for the α plates to undergo
rigid body rotation in a soft continuous β matrix, without causing any effective macroscopic
strain to the α plates. The physical driving force for the proposed deformation mode is derived
from the differences in the interfacial energy of α/α and α/β boundaries. Insignificant changes
in the line broadening of the α peaks and no changes in the dimensions or aspect ratio of the α
plates clearly support such a mechanism.
4.2. On the Possible Mechanisms Accounting for Deformation Texture of α Plates
There are three possible mechanisms to account for the developments of bulk
deformation texture in α
1. Deformation through slip and twin: the observed lack of change in the aspect ratio of α
(with reduction) signified absence of effective macroscopic strain in α plates. The
misorientation developments did indicate straining of α, perhaps because of inter-plate
interactions. Such strains were, however, local or microscopic and could have cancelled
each other. In regions of strong inter-plate interactions, local strains did create changes
in misorientation and orientations- effects canceling each other in absence of an
effective macroscopic strain and hence did not contribute to the bulk texture
developments. Such an argument seems logical, and does explain the repetitive local
orientation developments in macroscopically strained plates along with no net change in
bulk texture.. An insignificant role of slip-twin systems (in deformation texture
development), due to an absence of effective macroscopic strain, also justify the results
of Taylor type deformation texture development.
2. Deformation through rigid body rotation: ND rotations of the α plates were observed

(Fig. 10(a)) in an apparently continuous β matrix. Such a mechanism or model, though
simplistic, explains absence of quantitative texture development in rolled two-phase
alloy.
3. Combination of in plane rigid body rotation and deformation- a combination failed to
explain absence of quantitative texture development
4.
4.3. Model for Deformation Texture of α Plates
Taylor type deformation texture simulations are gross statistical estimation of the
rotation of individual crystallites, assuming/imposing strain homogeneity [30-32,63,69].
Though such models are incapable of predicting possible rotation or orientation development in
an individual grain [69], but are reasonably successful in predicting the general reorientation of
a large number of crystallites [30-32,63,69] even in hexagonal system [52-57]. In general,
Taylor models do not take any microstructural feature in account and are valid for single-phase.
The notable exception being application of upper bound analysis with Taylor type approach
[39,70] in modeling the texture development of soft matrix phase around hard and nonshearable second phase. The situation is approximately reverse here - grossly the idea is to
predict or explain texture development in hard second phase.
As generalized by the simple schematics of figures 11 a, deformation only involved
'alignment' of α plates along the RD and on the rolling plane - an 'in-plane rigid body rotation'.
This is supported by the microstructural observations (see figure 10a) that the α plates did not
align in any specific directions on the other two cross-sections - LT and ST. Such a 'in-plane
rigid body rotation' can be simplified as rotation around normal direction (ND) or a rotation on
φ1 (Euler angle in Bunge notation). This rotation cannot change the crystallographic plane(s) of
α plates, but can alter the crystallographic directions. To test such a model, random 'in-plane
rigid body rotation(s)' were simulated on the starting texture (or 3000 discretized orientations).
This was attempted by imposing random φ1 rotations between 0 to 90°, range of angular
realignment necessary for α plates. As shown in figure 13b, deformation(s) involving 'in-plane
rigid body rotation' cannot eliminate individual fibers (orientations with same crystallographic
plane but all possible crystallographic directions), but may alter intensities at some
crystallographic directions. Such a model seems to explain the experimental observations of the
two-phase structure.
A simultaneous combination of in-pile rigid body rotation and deformation could not

explain the lack of texture development in α plates. Small grain increment of 2% followed by
random ND rotations also brought noticeable changes in simulated texture at above 6%
reduction. Such a simulated ODF for 20% deformation by unidirectional rolling is included in
Fig. 13 (c).

The ODF shows significant texture changes, contrary to the experimental

observations. In a word, only in plane rigid body rotation seems capable of explaining absence
of texture developments in α plates.
The simulated ODF (imposing in-plane rigid body rotation on α) as well as micro
structural observations on all three cross sections have clearly shown that the α plates did rotate
around the ND during cold rolling. Fig. 10 (a) has not shown any alignment of the α plates
along RD in ST and LT planes. This observation is in variance with what is observed in many
cases of two-phase materials. In this context, it is worth mentioning that the present Zr-Nb
alloy differs from other two-phase material in many ways. For instance in this alloy the
minority phase is the β matrix phase and the macroscopic deformation is confined to this phase.
The α plates, on the other hand, mainly undergo in-plane rigid body rotation and no effective
macroscopic strain.
Since there is no compressive deformation along any direction on the rolling plane,
rotation of α plates around ND will not cause expulsion of the matrix β phase from the
intervening gaps between the α plates. On the other hand, on ST and LT planes, rotation of α
plates will necessarily squeeze out the β phase present between the α plates, causing formation
of α/α interfaces at the expense of the α/β interfaces. As has been earlier reported [24], the
formation of α/β interfaces in this alloy is energetically favorable in comparison with α/α
interfaces. The β phase always acts as the continuous wetting medium in which the α plates are
embedded and deformation processes always tend to maintain the β phase between the α plates.
Such a deformation process is consistent with the α plate rotation only around ND while
rotation around RD and TD is not favorable.
The other interesting issue is texture development in the matrix β. the development of β
texture was not amenable for a detailed study because of its small volume fraction, high strain
and finely divided distribution. The only method of texture determination in deformed β is
TEM based on local orientation measurements. The results of such measurement are presented
in Fig. 11(c), which shows the relative randomization of the β (compare Fig. 11(c) and 5(c)).
This technique, however, suffer from inherently limited statistics. The randomization of β may

be explained from near random α plate interactions.
The apparent thinning of β in the rolling plane as observed experimentally (see Fig. 10),
may also, be explained from realignment process of the α plates, as shown schematically in
Fig. 13(a). in the random distribution of α plates, often the β thickness (between) two α plates.
May appear larger than in the aligned α structure (as expected or observed after rolling). The
schematic (see Fig. 13(a)) though it overestimates β fraction, tries to bring out this point.
It needs to be pointed out that two-phase Zr-2.5 wt% Nb is formed by cold pilgering - a
tube forming operation involving reduction of tube wall and of tube diameter. A ratio of these
two reductions is called the 'Q-factor' [25]. According to the present model, while the former
reduction involves in-plane rotation, the latter involves out-of plane rotations (rotations on φ
and φ2) and hence may strongly affect crystallographic texture. General observation and
understanding in nuclear industry is large Q-factor does not change texture but small Q-factor
does – an observation qualitatively explainable from the present concept or model.

5.0. Summary
Starting Structures: In the present study, two distinct starting microstructures were used –
single-phase (hcp α`) and two-phase (hcp α and bcc β) structure. The latter contained about
10% bcc β phase, the structure being divided in two distinct regions – only α containing (about
5% by area) and α+β Widmanstätten structure. A gross definition of the Widmanstätten
structure is single crystals of hcp α plates in an apparently continuous β matrix. Hcp α in both
cases had similar starting texture. Both structures were deformed by cold rolling to different
reductions. Following are the brief summary on the textural, microstructural and microtextural
changes, along with an attempt to explain and to relate such changes.
(1) Texture Development in hcp α: Development of the deformation texture was noticeable in
single-phase alloy, but insignificant in two-phase. Taylor type deformation texture models
could predict the texture changes in single-phase microstructure, but cannot explain lack of
change in two-phase Zr-2.5Nb alloy.
(2) Microstructural and Microtextural Developments: The majority of the two-phase structure
consists of Widmanstätten α in a β matrix. Deformation in such regions was restricted to
softer β. Uni-directional rolling aligned the α plates along rolling direction and only on
rolling plane, but individual α plates remained nearly single crystalline.

(3) Relative deformation a and b:

No macroscopic strain were present in α plates and

significant hardening of β was observed.
(4) Explaining the Absence of Bulk Texture Developments in Two-Phase:

Three possible

mechanisms of bulk deformation texture in α can be expected.
1. Deformation through slip and twin being absent (no macroscopic strain) in α plates.
This explains the inability of Taylor type texture model explaining bulk texture
developments of two phase materials.
2. In-Plane Rigid Body Rotation of α plates in an apparently continuous β matrix. Such a
mechanism or model, though simplistic, explains absence of quantitative texture
development in rolled two-phase alloy.
3. Combination of in plane rigid body rotation and deformation- a combination failed to
explain absence of quantitative texture development
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Niobium

Oxygen

Iron

Hydrogen

Nitrogen

(Wt Pct)

(ppm)

(ppm)

(ppm)

(ppm)

2.51

1092

1250

<10

30

Table 1. Chemical Composition of Zr-2.5 wt% Nb alloy as used in the present study.

Mo
de
A

Slip-Twin Combinations

CRSS Ratio for Slip-

Reference

Twin Combinations

P + TT +CT

0.8 : 1 : 2

41

B

P +(PY+PY1+PY2 ) +TT

1 : 2.25 : 2.13

42

C

B+P+ PY1+PY2+TT+CT

0.5 : 0.1 : 0.8 : 1.5 : 1 : 2

44

D

B + P+(PY+PY1+PY2 ) +TT

0.2 : 0.1 : 1 : 1.2

33

Table 2. Slip-Twin combinations and their relative CRSS values, as used by different
researchers for deformation texture simulations in Zr alloys. Following are the conventions
used: Basal (B) (0001) <1 2 1 0>, Prism (P) (1 010) < 12 1 0>, Pyramidal<a> (PY) (1 011)
< 12 1 0>, Pyramidal (c+a)/a (PY1) (1 011) <2 1 1 3>, Pyramidal (c+a)/b (PY2) (211
2) <2 42 3>, Compressive Twin (CT) (2 112) <2 11 3> and TensileTwin (TT) (1 012) <
1 0 11>.

0%

PEAK WIDTH (in ° on 2θ)
(α - (1012))
0.5

PEAK WIDTH (in ° on 2θ)
(β -(200))
0.8

40%

0.7

3.1

60%

0.6

3.2

80%

0.5

3.32

SAMPLE
Two-phase Zr-2.5 wt% Nb

Table 3. Relative peak broadening in α and β phase. Measurements were obtained for (1012)
α and (200) β peaks at 0.01°/s scan rate. Broadening of peaks were estimated at half maximum
intensity using standard parabolic fit [59]. Respective deformation percentages (by unidirectional rolling) is given in the table. It is to be noted that, in single-phase, α had typically
shown noticeable broadening of (1012) peak with increase in strain.

Conventional Route
β-Quenching
1000 °C/30 min

Hot Extrusion
Ext. Ratio 11:1/ 800°C

Modified Route
β-Quenching
1000 °C/30 min

Hot Extrusion
Ext. Ratio 8:1/ 800°C

Vacuum Stress Relieving
480°C /3 h

I-Pilgering
50-55% Reduction
Cold Drawing
25% Reduction
Vacuum Annealing
550°C /6 h

II-Pilgering
25% Reduction

Autoclaving
400°C /24 h

Autoclaving
400°C /72 h

Fig. 1: Conventional and modified route of fabrication of Zr-2.5Nb Alloy pressure tube
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0.4µ

Fig. 2 β−quenched microstructure of Zr-2.5 Nb alloy (a) optical microstructure showing
acicular martensite morphology. (b) and (c) bright field TEM micrographs exhibiting lath and
internally twines martensites respectively

Transverse section

Longitudinal section

(a)

(b)

50

4 µm

Fig. 3 Hot extruded microstructure of Zr-2.5 Nb alloy in the transverse and longitudinal
direction (a) optical microstructure (b) SEM microstructure. Microstructure exhibiting lamaller
morphology of α and β phase
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β

α

0.4µ

Figure 4 Bright field TEM micrograph showing (a) lamaller morphology of two phases
(b) dynamically recrystallized microstructure
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Figure 5.
(a) Optical microstructure and (b) and (c) the respective inverse pole figures
representing the local orientation measurements in α and βs corresponding to 4(a) of undeformed two phase α+β region.
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Figure 8.
Change in relative strength or f(g) (randomness number) of Basal fiber
(0002)<uvtw> in two-phase Zr alloy with (a) uni-directional and (b) cross-rolling. Fiber intensity
is plotted at different φ1.
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Figure 10.Two-phase structure (a) in all three cross-sections after 60% uni-directional rolling
and (b) on the rolling plane (TD being the vertical direction) after 60% cross rolling. In (a) RD,
TD and ND are shown. Alignment of α plates on rolling plane and along RD was observed,
while no such alignment was apparent at other two cross-sections.
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Figure 11.
Microtexture in α+β region after 80% uni-directional rolling. (a) bright field micrograph,
rolling (RD) and transverse (TD) directions being marked. (b) and (c) are the respective inverse pole
figures showing the local orientation measurements in an α plate and adjoining β matrix. (d) and (e)
show the long range misorientation (LRM) development on the marked lines in (a), respectively for α
and β. For LRM, individual local orientation measurements were obtained along RD at an approximate
spacing of about 300 nm apart, using spot size of 100 nm or less, - total length of such orientation
measurements were at least 3 to 4 µm (and often more).
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Figure 12. Microtexture in only α containing region after 80% unidirectional rolling. (a)
micrograph showing α region with deformation heterogenities. (b) inverse pole figure representing the
local orientation measurements in (a). (c) LRM development on the marked line in (a), conventions
being same as in figure 2.
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Figure 13.
The 'In-plane rigid body rotation' Model - (a) Schematic diagram illustrating rotation(s) on the
rolling plane and along RD, of α plates in a continuous β matrix. An imaginary unit cell represented each α
plate, both before and after deformation. It is to be noted that the shades shown in these unit cells are just to
give a sense of necessary rotation and does not correspond to the indicated crystallographic planes. (b) The
simulated, with random 'in-plane rigid body rotation', ODF of the two-phase material. Absence of texture
development in (b) corresponds to the experimental observations in two-phase structure.

